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ABSTRACT

Turbulent and internal wave motions are important for the exchange of momentum, heat, and suspended matter in the deep sea, which is
generally stably stratified in density. Turbulence-generation models involve shear of vertical current differences that deforms stratified waters
and convection that is driven by (unstable) buoyancy. In general, shear generation is found more in the interior of the well-stratified ocean,
while convection is known to occur near the sea surface, e.g., via nighttime cooling. Far below the surface, the Western Mediterranean Sea is
very weakly stratified and offers opportunity to observationally study the deep-sea convection. An opportunistic small set of high-resolution
temperature sensors demonstrate not only classic internal-wave-induced turbulence but also convection attributed to geothermal heating
and spectral properties that relate to various chaos-theory models, such as 1/r pink noise (r denoting frequency), mainly found lying
at (0.01m above) the seafloor, and 1/r2 Brownian noise, mainly found on a moored line at about 100m above the seafloor. Near-inertial tem-
perature variations are observed to occur down to the seafloor, thereby disturbing the local convective turbulence regime to shear-dominated
one temporarily. The integral turbulence timescale is generally smaller (with dominant higher frequency motions) at the seafloor than about
100m above it.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0139474

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the ocean and deep seas are generally very turbulent
in terms of large bulk Reynolds numbers Re well exceeding Re
>104 and more generally Re ¼ O(106), it is a challenge to study the
dominant turbulence processes. As the solar-heated upper ocean is
mainly stably stratified in density, which hampers the size evolu-
tion of fully developed three-dimensional isotropic turbulence, it is
expected that in the deep sea stratification is much weaker result-
ing in near-neutral conditions of (almost) homogeneous waters.
Near-homogeneous weak stratification conditions are considered
in which buoyancy frequency N� f, the local inertial frequency of
Earth rotation. Under such conditions, turbulent overturns may be
slow and large and may govern the convection-turbulence process
more than the shear-turbulence process that dominates under
well-stratified conditions.

In addition to these two characteristic turbulent (mixing) pro-
cesses, stratification supports internal waves that may transfer their
energy to irreversible turbulence after becoming non-linear. A charac-
teristic of internal wave occurrence is “intermittency,” which is mathe-
matically at the edge of deterministic chaos (Schuster, 1984) and may
reflect the non-linearity of internal waves. The relationship between

intermittency and turbulence has not often been studied in deep-sea
observations.

In this paper, rare deep-seafloor high-resolution temperature
(T-) measurements are analyzed and compared with data from
T-sensors some distance above the seafloor in the deep Western
Mediterranean Sea. The goal is to study the variations with time of
dominant turbulence types, shear- or convection-induced, in the
deep sea. Also, the importance of different sources like near-inertial
waves, which may be generated locally, is investigated, after the geo-
strophic adjustment of frontal collapse, or remotely, e.g., after the
passage of atmospheric disturbance. The T-sensors are opportunisti-
cally retrieved during a deep-sea salvage operation after 18 days of
sampling. The locally extremely weak stratified conditions vary
with time, which offers the opportunity to study various turbulence
processes. As will be demonstrated, frictional flow processes induce
only weak turbulence, compared with that from internal waves,
eddies, and convection, especially also at the seafloor. This is because
the weakly stratified waters set the condition for (the observation of)
geothermal heating from below. Geothermal heating is defined
as the general heat flux due from the Earth’s mantle through its
crust, outside underwater volcanic thermal vents. Generating
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predominantly convection-turbulence, geothermal heating is an
effective vertical mixing process. In the Western Mediterranean Sea,
it contributes about 0.1Wm�2 of heat flux to the overlying deep-sea
water (Pasquale et al., 1996).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Site and data

For the study on 3D-aspects of turbulent overturn development
in the deep Mediterranean Sea, a 70-m diameter, 125-m tall, 45
vertical-lines mooring array has been deployed on October 9, 2020, at
42� 49.500N, 06� 11.780E, H¼ 2458 m water depth, on a flat sedimen-
tary plane about 10 km south of the foot of the steep continental slope
and about 40 km south of Toulon, France (Fig. 1). The array holds a
total of 2925 renewed high-resolution “NIOZ4n” T-sensors that sam-
ple half a million liters of seawater at a rate of 0.5Hz for a period of
about 3 years. Details on its construction and deployment can be
found in van Haren et al. (2021). In this paper, 18-day record is ana-
lyzed from four T-sensors that were partially opportunistically
retrieved during an underwater operation using a Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV). This operation occurred on 19 and 20 November,
about 5weeks after the deployment of the ring, and about 2.5weeks
after the automatic start of the T-sensor sampling on 01 November 06
UTC. The ring is intended to stay underwater for 3 years.

As the mooring array was deployed in free fall with a drag-
parachute for stabilization, only a post-deployment ROV-operation could
reveal the result of proper landing and the self-unrolling of the individual
mooring lines after the resolution of chemical releases 5–7days underwa-
ter. The ROV operation became acute, because two (after 10days under-
water: one) of the six drag-parachute lines became stuck and could
not be released acoustically from the research vessel. The stuck

drag-parachute was eventually released by the ROV, and at least one ver-
tical mooring line was partially damaged by the stuck drag-parachute.
This resulted in some scraping-off of T-sensors that were originally taped
to the lines: From the nearest line at 2.5m horizontally away, the stuck
drag-parachute caused nine sensors to falloff and five to move along the
line, all in the upper one-third of the 125-m long line originally holding
63T-sensors. All fallen-off sensors were lying still horizontally so that
their (cage-protected) sensor-tip was 0.5–1cm from the sediment.

Unfortunately, the ROV could not operate within the large-ring
perimeter of mooring lines that were 9.5m apart horizontally, because of
its umbilical cord to the research vessel 2500m above. On the off-chance,
a few T-sensors fell outside the large ring and could be retrieved from the
seafloor by the ROV. One sensor was at the seafloor at least 2m from the
0.6-m diameter steel large-ring pipe from the start of measurements and
presumably fallen-off just after the chemical release of its vertical line.
Another one, which was originally at 97m above the seafloor, fell off the
vertical mooring line after ROV-release of the drag-parachute.

All six drag-parachutes were equipped with old “NIOZ4o” T-
sensors. Four of these sensors could be retrieved, of which two carried
undamaged records: one from the stuck acoustic release at 1m above
the seafloor and the other one floating at about 140m above the sea-
floor. These records will be discussed here as reference for the two
described earlier.

NIOZ4 are self-contained T-sensors with a precision better than
5� 10�4 �C and a noise level of less than 1� 10�4 �C (van Haren,
2018). Every 4h when on a mooring line, all sensors are synchronized
via induction to a single standard clock, so that times are less than
0.02 s off. This is not the case here for the T-sensors that were taped on
the drag-parachute releases, and they had to be synchronized manually.
T-sensors are calibrated to within noise level in a laboratory thermo-
bath, but typical electronic drift is about 1� 10�3 �C/mo after aging.
When many T-sensors are densely mounted on a vertical mooring line,
the drift is corrected by fitting to smooth stably stratified vertical pro-
files. Because this drift-correction is not possible for the present data
from four sensors, these records are aligned to their minimum values.
However, as the focus is on the spectral analysis, absolute values are not
relevant. Drift of the two T-sensors from the vertical mooring line could
be corrected properly because they were together in the deep nearly
homogeneous waters in the same basket of the ROV after retrieval.

With respect to the NIOZ4omounted on the drag-parachute lines,
the NIOZ4n mounted on the large mooring array are expected to have
lower noise level, less electronic drift, and less spiking due to data stor-
age failure. After application of pressure- and drift-correction (for these
data: manual-slope correction and noise averaging of the first 1000
data-points), Conservative Temperature (IOC, SCOR, IAPSO, 2010) is
computed, which is henceforth named “temperature” for short.

To establish the local vertical temperature, density, and buoyancy
frequency profiles, one shipborne SeaBird-911 Conductivity–
Temperature–Depth (CTD) profile was obtained down to 0.5m from
the seafloor at 1 km west from the mooring site on the day of deploy-
ment. Three-hourly meteorological data were available from Cap
Cepet, the nearest station of Meteo France (Fig. 1).

B. Spectral slopes

An important tool in studying internal waves and turbulence
using Eulerian scalar temperature observations is their representation

FIG. 1. Mooring location (star) at the northern side of the Provençal Basin of the
Western Mediterranean Sea, about 40 km south of Toulon, France. Isobaths are
drawn every 500 m. CC indicates Cap Cepet, the weather station at the entrance of
the Bay of Toulon.
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in spectral form. Next, several spectral forms are reviewed for ocean
observations.

As the Fourier transform underlying the transformation of a time
series to a spectrum of a frequency series is a decomposition of the sig-
nal in sines and cosines, it highlights a deterministic signal with a par-
ticular fixed amplitude and phase. Because the decomposition is only
statistically significant for non-existing infinitely long time series, rele-
vant statistics for realistic finite time series are obtained via smoothing
the spectrum, either by averaging the variance contents of neighboring
frequency bands or by averaging spectra of a number of (best half-
overlapping) shorter time series (Emery and Thomson, 1998). While
this exercise broadens the spectral peak of deterministic signal by dis-
tributing its energy over a larger fundamental bandwidth, it is funda-
mentally irrelevant, as a deterministic signal has known amplitude and
phase by definition and does not need quasi-random statistics to estab-
lish its significance (van Haren, 2016). Spectral statistics are relevant
for the type of signals they represent: quasi-random signals or white
noise. The question is how spectral statistics should be interpreted for
intermediate signals, such as internal tidal wave signals that have a
deterministic source but become modified by non-deterministic varia-
tions in background stratification and wave–wave interactions. Of
concern are the averaging effects on relatively broadband signals of the
transition from internal waves to turbulence, which are characterized
by their spectral slopes (in a log–log plot). Spectral averaging shows
the dominant signal or slope but may affect the interpretation.

Various physical and mathematical models of frequency spectra
are distinguished of a scalar like temperature in a stratified turbulent
environment. For relatively strongly stratified waters of which N>10f,
the band of propagating internal gravity waves f � r � N scales like
r�2, or a slope of �2 in a log–log plot, at frequencies well away from
its boundaries f � r � N (Garrett and Munk, 1972) outside near-
inertial and near-buoyancy cusps and humps, respectively (Munk,
1980). This canonical internal wave model does not account for areas
with strong internal tidal harmonics as it was fit to data from the
Mediterranean and Western Atlantic Ocean, where internal tides are
relatively weak. A�2-slope also reflects fine structure, or the advection
of infinitely small step-functions passing a sensor (Phillips, 1971 and
Reid, 1971). The convolution of a finite time series of a Heaviside step-
function constructs a �2-slope. A �2-slope also reflects Brownian
motion (Schuster, 1984).

It may be shown that finitely small steps advected by lower fre-
quency internal waves passed a sensor yield steeper slopes up to �3
(Gostiaux and van Haren, 2012). This slope manifests itself at frequen-
cies r >1.6N, as the advection is by all internal waves, in an environ-
ment of the open ocean far away from boundaries that is weakly
turbulent. In such environment, the background internal wave band
slopes like �1, which may represent an unsaturated internal wave
field. Extensions of it to superbuoyancy frequencies have been
observed deep in the Mariana Trench (van Haren, 2020).
Mathematically, a �1-slope also represents an intermittent signal with
long regular phases and short irregular bursts (Schuster, 1984). Such
regime is weakly chaotic, or at the edge of chaos and is, e.g., modeled
by non-linear dynamical systems having (the transverse) Lyapunov
exponent equal to zero (Ruseckas and Kaulakys, 2013). In historic
observations from the stable nocturnal atmospheric boundary layer
(Caughey, 1977), a �1-slope is visible, albeit unnamed, at lower fre-
quencies adjacent to a �5/3 of turbulence inertial subrange. Such a

�1-slope is also visible in observations made under unstable atmo-
spheric boundary-layer conditions (Williams and Paulson, 1977).

In a stronger turbulent environment, the Kolmogorov model
describes a forward cascade of energy from its source at low frequen-
cies to dissipation at high frequencies with an equilibrium inertial sub-
range in between (Kolmogorov, 1941; Ozmidov, 1965). For a passive
scalar representing shear-induced turbulence, the inertial subrange
slopes like �5/3 (Obukhov, 1949; Corrsin, 1951; Ozmidov, 1965; and
Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). This reflects a passive scalar (Warhaft,
2000). In a stratified turbulent environment, the transition from
source, e.g., internal waves, to dissipation (into heat), may also incor-
porate a buoyancy subrange, in which turbulence is anisotropic which
is bounded by the Ozmidov frequency rO ¼ U/LO of largest possible
isotropic length scale LO in a stratified environment, and/or a convec-
tive subrange which for an active scalar slopes like �7/5. This �7/5-
slope is known as the Bolgiano–Obukhov scaling (Bolgiano, 1959 and
Pawar and Arakeri, 2016) for an active-scalar buoyancy-driven
convection-turbulence, which has been observed in the laboratory and
alpine Lake Garda at superbuoyancy frequencies N < r < rO (van
Haren and Dijkstra, 2021).

III. RESULTS
A. Vertical profile

The shipborne CTD observations demonstrate weakly stratified
but not completely homogeneous waters in the lower 500m above the
seafloor (Fig. 2). In the lower 250m above the seafloor of this single
profile, vertical temperature variations are dominated by pressure
effects and basically represent the adiabatic lapse rate [Fig. 2(a)].
Conservative Temperature and density anomaly relate consistently
with a monotonic decrease or increase in depth, respectively [Figs.
2(b) and 2(c)]. Over a vertical range of 100m, density stratification
varies so that N� 1f near the seafloor and N� 2f around z
¼ �2050m. Over 1–10m small vertical ranges, N� 4f and larger can
be found, such as around z ¼ �2110 and �1980m [Fig. 2(c)]. Such
thin stratified layers are occasionally also found at greater depths if the
better-resolved temperature profile is investigated [Fig. 2(b)].
Although the moored T-sensors were located between the seafloor and
z¼ �2318m, stratification may vary with depth and time.

B. Time series

The 2.5 week time series of moored T-sensor data demonstrate
considerable variability (Fig. 3). The original calibrated but otherwise
uncorrected temperature records confirm the positions of the sensors
in weakly stratified waters in which pressure dominates temperature
variations: The average highest temperatures are found at the two
deepest T-sensors at 0.01 and 1m from the seafloor, whereas the aver-
age coolest temperature is found at the highest T-sensor, at about
140m above the seafloor [Fig. 3(a)]. The mean temperature differences
are close to the local adiabatic lapse rate, but not exactly so due to the
lack of drift-correction. Drift is visible in the two records from near
the seafloor, with a more constant record over the long term for the
NIOZ4n T-sensor at the seafloor and a slightly sloping record at about
0.0006 �C in 18 days for the NIOZ4o T-sensor at 1m above the sea-
floor. The same discrepancy is found for the two T-sensors higher up,
which evidences less drift in NIOZ4n compared to NIOZ4o T-sensors.

Corrected records demonstrate a temperature variation range of
0.004 �C [Fig. 3(b)]. In the 18-day time series, largest temporal and
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vertical variability is found between days 306 and 309, a relatively qui-
escent period with a small variability is observed between days 309
and 315, and modest variability with a dominant inertial periodicity is
observed between days 315 and 322 [Fig. 3(b)].

Between days 306 and 309, stratification is evident, with a largest
temporal variability at the uppermost T-sensor. Over the range of
observation, N� 2f and peaks up to 4f, as is inferred from these
records that coarsely resolve the vertical. It is hypothesized that the
warmer, more stratified waters come from above or are advected hori-
zontally and reflect the CTD-profile of Fig. 2(b) with its stratification
above z >�2170m going deeper. These waters are related to the pas-
sage of (sub-)mesoscale eddies governed by the (dynamically unstable)
boundary flow along the continental slope (e.g., Crepon et al., 1982).
In mid-autumnal November, the boundary flow and eddies are not
related to deep dense-water formation, which is found to occur in the
area but in late-winter and early-spring only. Evidently, such eddies
reach all the way down to the deep seafloor. Models have demon-
strated that cyclonic two-dimensional eddies or vortices are stabilized
by three-dimensional turbulence, while anti-cyclonic vortices are dis-
rupted (Bartello et al., 1994).

During the other two periods, stratification seems consider-
ably less, being close to neutral, and episodically even (apparently)
unstable, especially during the inertial-dominated period between
days 315–322. Curiously, around day 314, a semi-inertial (r ¼ 2f)

periodicity is discernible. The inertial periodicity manifested
between days 315–322 in the temperature record from the sensors
at and near the seafloor demonstrates the effects of possibly
atmosphere-induced inertial motions reaching the (flat) seafloor or
by more local generation, e.g., of collapsing fronts. Motions at
near-inertial frequencies follow from geostrophic adjustment of a
passing disturbance (Gill, 1982). Such a disturbance may cause
immediate barotropic (over the entire water depth) near-inertial
response at depths of around 1000m (Shay and Elsberry, 1987)
and even deeper than 4000m (Morozov and Velarde, 2008) due to
sea-level variations. Secondary response is by downward propagat-
ing density-gradient-driven baroclinic near-inertial waves. This
response is much slower, typically 10–15 days, with quasi-
horizontal motions in stratified waters (Morozov and Velarde,
2008), which, in an unusual way, can attain a non-negligible verti-
cal component of dominant gyroscopic waves under neutral condi-
tions (LeBlond and Mysak, 1978; van Haren and Millot, 2004). It is
unclear why the inertial amplitude is smallest under neutral condi-
tions at some distance (97m) from the seafloor, which was con-
firmed by a similar record of a sensor fallen down from 85m above
the seafloor (not shown).

The small-scale variability of motions above instrumental
(white) noise is investigated in terms of the integral (turbulence)
timescale Ts, which is defined from the normalized cross

FIG. 2. Shipborne CTD-profile obtained during mooring deployment to within 0.5 m vertically from the seafloor. Data are plotted between the seafloor at z ¼ �2458 and 500m
above it. (a) Temperature. (b) Conservative Temperature. The colored ticks indicate the vertical position of the four T-sensors (the yellow one at 1 m above the seafloor is
barely visible under the red one at the seafloor). (c) Density anomaly referenced to 2� 107 Nm�2. The three sloping lines indicate the buoyancy over local inertial frequency
ratio N/f and are a measure for the vertical density stratification.
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correlation r(s) ¼ hT0(t)T0(tþ s)i/hT02i (e.g., Kundu and Cohen,
2008) for temperature fluctuations in blocks of 1000 data-points
(2000 s) as

Ts ¼
ð
rðsÞds; rðsÞ > 0:5; (1)

but only for the lower noise-level NIOZ4n T-sensors. Ts represents
the time over which the process T0(t) is highly correlated with itself.
When this timescale is large, “low-frequency” large-scale more-
energy-containing turbulent overturns dominate. When the timescale
is small, correlation is rapidly lost and “high-frequency” small-scale
turbulent motions dominate.

The computed time series [Fig. 3(c)] demonstrate generally
increased Ts-values when large-scale temperature variability [cf. Fig.
3(b)] is larger, but the largest Ts-values do not coincide precisely with
large-scale temperature variations. In general, Ts-values are increased
for the T-sensor on the mooring line 97m above the seafloor and only
occasionally reach noise levels (Ts� 20 s). The red Ts-record from the
T-sensor at the seafloor more often reaches noise level, which reflects a
lack of dominant energy-containing turbulent overturns.

In both Ts-time series, in particular also at the seafloor, a distinct
inertial periodicity is seen, with larger Ts when temperature is highest
in the inertial period. In the Ts-record from the T-sensor at the sea-
floor, peaks at the inertial periodicity also occur during the first 10 days
of the record, when inertial periodicity was less evident in the tempera-
ture records in Fig. 3(b). This continued Ts inertial periodicity further
demonstrates the effects of possibly atmosphere-induced inertial
motions reaching all the way to the deep seafloor, in such a way that
the originally horizontal motions near the surface where stratification
is relatively large must have attained a non-negligible vertical compo-
nent to show in the present temperature time series under near-

neutral conditions. The Ts of Fig. 3(c) shows that deep-sea inertial
motions affect turbulence (periodicity), either directly at the inertial
period or, as, e.g., around day 314, at its first harmonic semi-inertial
period.

From Fig. 4, the potential correspondence is investigated between
local winds at the sea surface and turbulence at the seafloor induced
by near-inertial motions. Winds are plotted up to 15 days prior to the
start of the mooring measurements. No direct (barotropic) correspon-
dence is observed between generally easterly winds and the group of
inertial turbulence periodicity between days 315 and 320. If these tur-
bulence variations are initiated by the impulse of north-westerly winds
between days 297 and 303, it would have taken the (baroclinic) near-
inertial waves about 15 days to reach the seafloor, which corresponds
with observations in the Pacific Ocean by Morozov and Velarde
(2008).

C. Frequency spectra

The 18-day overall mean temperature variance spectra scaled
with turbulence inertial subrange r�5/3 show a peak about 10% higher
than f and a minor one at 2f (except at 97m above the seafloor which
shows a spectral dip). Indeed, non-significantly higher values are
found at the seafloor (Fig. 5, upper panel). Outside the inertio-gravity
(combined internal gravity and gyroscopic) wave (IGW) band (rmin,
rmax) (LeBlond and Mysak, 1978) for r > rmax, the different (turbu-
lence) spectra diverge.

Although not well resolved, the IGW-peaks seem to falloff in var-
iance following slope like �1/3 (which is �2 in an unscaled log–log
plot), which continues to about 5 cpd (�4f, the small-scale buoyancy
frequency maximum). Henceforth, cpd is used for “cycles per day.”
Between rmax (or 4f) and 10 cpd, all spectra slope like þ2/3 (�1 in

FIG. 3. Time series overview of tempera-
ture T-sensor data. Renewed-sensor
NIOZ4n-data are in red [sensor at the
seafloor) and blue [sensor on mooring
line, about 97 m above bottom (mab for
short)]. Older-sensor NIOZ4o-data are in
yellow (sensor attached to stuck release,
at 1 mab) and in light-blue (sensor
attached to released parachute line, about
140 mab). (a) Temperature, calibrated
but not drift-corrected. (b) Conservative
Temperature, with NIOZ4n-data drift-cor-
rected (see the text) and NIOZ4o-data
corrected with respect to the minimum
value in the record. The 2-day horizontal
black bars indicate the times of short-
period spectra in Fig. 5. (c) Integral turbu-
lence timescale (see the text) computed
from 2000-s sections of NIOZn-data only.
The horizontal black bars indicate the iner-
tial period, and the green bar the semi-
inertial period.
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unscaled log–log plot). At 10 cpd, a monotonic increase in tempera-
ture variance exists with distance from the seafloor.

Between well resolved 10 < r < 100 cpd, the two upper sen-
sors attain more or less zero-slope (�5/3 in an unscaled plot),
while the lower two continue to slope like þ2/3. This is well out-
side the IWB, but may reflect intermittent signals. For well
resolved r> 100 cpd up to rolling-off to their respective noise lev-
els of þ5/3 slope (0 in an unscaled plot), the uppermost and the
lower two T-sensors attain a slope of þ4/15 (�7/5 in unscaled
plot). The mooring-line spectrum from 97m above the seafloor
slightly slopes downward, close to �1/3 before resuming zero-
slope. At about 700 cpd, its variance is more than half an order of
magnitude lower than that of the other records.

Roll-off to instrumental noise levels starts at about 800 cpd for
upper parachute-line and mooring-line sensors, 1500 cpd for the sen-
sor at the release at 1m above the seafloor and about 6000 cpd for the
sensor at the seafloor. The two NIOZ4n T-sensors have lower noise
level, as at the Nyquist frequency their variance is about three times
lower than that of the two NIOZ4o T-sensors. This is a factor of 1.7
lower noise level in temperature (one standard deviation). The differ-
ent T-sensors of each (custom-)make also have slightly different noise
levels, by chance.

This divergence in turbulence-spectral slopes reflects a dichot-
omy of dominant shear-induced turbulence at 97m above the seafloor
and dominant convective turbulence near the seafloor and 140m
above. The record of the T-sensor at the seafloor shows þ4/15-slope
over a frequency range of nearly two orders of magnitude, without
reaching into the inertial subrange before or after. However, there
are shorter episodes when this record also shows evidence of

shear-induced turbulence, which thus occasionally reaches the sea-
floor, as will be demonstrated here.

The 18-day record is split into three 2 day periods that represent
the three different episodes of different temperature variabilities, as
indicated in Fig. 3(b). Two-day periods naturally do not resolve the
IGW-range well, but the turbulence-range of r> 10 cpd is well
resolved with heavy smoothing. During the largest temperature and
stratification variations around day 308, which are reflected in largest
variance in and just above IGW, the two NIOZ4n-records most reflect
the 18-day spectrum for the turbulence-part of r> 10 cpd. For this
episode, both sensors at some distance above the seafloor bend into
the inertial subrange from a �1/3-slope, with about half an order of
magnitude more variance in the uppermost sensor-record. The record
at 1 m above the seafloor also differs strongly from the 18-day mean
spectrum, being similar to the one from the seafloor-sensor in the
IGW, but roughly following zero-slope between 10 and 600 cpd before
rolling off to noise when equal in variance with the uppermost sensor.

During the period of weakest variance around day 314, IGW-
variance is relatively low, and three out of four spectra slope þ2/3 up
to the frequency where they reach their instrumental noise level. No
inertial subrange slope is found in these spectra. In the IGW, they
show a bulge around 2f-rmax. The spectral exception is the NIOZ4n
T-sensor at 97m above the seafloor, which show a larger super-IGW
bulge and strictly follows zero-slope between about 60 and 1000 cpd,
before rolling off to noise.

During the inertial-frequency dominated period around day 317,
all spectra show a moderate peak just higher than f and a less clear one
just higher than 2f (if a 5-day period spectrum is computed for suffi-
cient resolution). Most IGW-variance for the sensor at the seafloor

FIG. 4. Potential correspondence between
local wind, measured at Cap Cepet about
35 km northwest of the mooring site (Fig.
1), and deep turbulence. (a) Integral turbu-
lence timescale from Fig. 3(c) (sensor at
the seafloor). Note the smaller y-axis
range compared to Fig. 3(c). (b) Wind
speed. (c) Wind direction.
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and least IGW-variance for the sensor at 97m above are also visible in
the plotted 2-day spectrum. While all four records show þ2/3-slope
for [6, 40] cpd, only the record from 97m above the seafloor resumes
with �1/3-slope for r > 40 cpd. A zero-slope is visible in all spectra
between about 300 cpd and their rolling-off to noise. This slope
starts at about 40 cpd for the two NIOZo-sensors and is preceded by a
þ4/15 slope for the seafloor-sensor. Their variance is close to identical,
being the highest turbulence-level in the 18-day record, and up to one
order of magnitude larger than that found in the spectrum from 97m
above the seafloor that shows an almost constant level of zero-slope
between 200 and 800 cpd for all periods.

This large turbulence-variance discrepancy shows in the 2-h,
0.002-�C range plots: In general, low-frequency motions are slightly
dominant at 97m above the seafloor with unknown 0.01-day periodic-
ity, whereas high-frequency turbulent motions dominate at the sea-
floor. It is noted that none of the short-range time series show
instrumental noise levels, which has one standard deviation of
0.000 03 �C for the T-sensor at the seafloor.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The comparison between temperature records from high-
resolution sensors at the deep seafloor and on a mooring line about
100m above demonstrates a considerable variability in turbulence char-
acteristics. The 18-day time series show three distinguished periods with
different potential turbulence sources under weakly stratified conditions:
a stable stratification advected from above, and two near-neutral condi-
tions with dominant semi-inertial and inertial temperature variability.

As tidal motions are small, mainly in the Western Mediterranean
Sea, the dominant IGW are near-inertial motions, which are a result of
the disturbance-adjustment under Earth rotation. While well-known
disturbances are passages of atmospheric fronts and depressions,
inertial motions may be generated locally following passages of (col-
lapsing) underwater fronts or horizontal density differences. Under
near-homogenous weakly stratified conditions, near-inertial waves are
the only IGW that can propagate freely from stratified to neutral
waters and vice versa (e.g., LeBlond and Mysak, 1978). However, linear
waves do not induce turbulence, for which non-linear interactions are

FIG. 5. Internal wave-turbulence information spectral temperature information with 2 h representative time series for Fig. 3(b) data using the same colors. The spectra are mod-
erately smoothed, about 20 degrees of freedom (dof) near the inertio-gravity wave (IGW) range (rmin < f rmax > N) and heavily smoothed (about 800 dof) for the turbulence
range of about (10–1000) cpd with error bar indicated. Upper panel shows the entire 18-day mean spectra with IGW-range (heavy dashed lines) for N¼ 2f. Besides varying
IGW-range, f and 2f frequencies are indicated (thin solid lines) in each spectral panel. T-variance is scaled with the inertial-subrange spectral power slope r�5/3. On the log–log
plot, spectral slopes are represented by straight lines, with zero-slope for shear-turbulence (green-dashed; �5/3 in unscaled plot), þ4/15 for convective turbulence (black-
dashed; �7/5 in an unscaled plot), þ2/3 for intermittency noise (blue-dashed; �1 in an unscaled plot), �1/3 for Brownian (red) noise or internal waves (purple-dashed; �2 in
an unscaled plot). Three distinct 2-day periods of time indicated by year-day-numbers below represent: Stable convection period from above with IGW for N¼ 4f, near-neutral
period with weak semi-inertial variations and IGW for N¼ 2f, and variable weakly stratified period with dominant inertial variations and IGW for N¼ 1f.
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needed to the point of wave-breaking. In near-homogeneous waters,
(small-scale) eddies and possibly wave-propagation also may transfer
to slantwise convection in the direction of the Earth rotation (e.g.,
Straneo et al., 2002; Sheremet, 2004). This will have effect on the char-
acteristics of the deep-sea turbulence.

The observed difference in the internal wave-turbulence charac-
teristics between the unique T-sensor at the seafloor and higher-up is
summarized as follows:

• Inertial temperature variations are generally larger at the seafloor
than above.

• At super-IGW frequencies, the spectra dip (but do not show a
gap), generally deepest at or near the seafloor, before resuming
with an intermittency (�1-slope) characteristic. The dip and the
�1-slope are independent of the IGW-source, either being iner-
tial motions or broad-band waves advected from above.

• Intermittency covers the entire turbulence range when IGW-
forcing is weak, except at about 100 m from the seafloor.

• At 100 m above the seafloor, an inertial subrange is always observed,
independent from the turbulence source. This subrange is also
observed at or near the seafloor under inertial-motions forcing.

• At the seafloor, inertial-subrange absence is either replaced by
intermittency or, more dominantly, by convective subrange.
Convection-turbulence is likely induced by general geothermal
heating and overrules any frictionally induced shear-turbulence.

• Turbulence coherence length-scales are generally shortest at the
seafloor, except during the warming phase of an inertial period.

Future studies may focus on the extent of convection-turbulence
from the seafloor, which seems to be mainly dominant at or close to
the seafloor and not at 100m above. Future studies may also focus on
the apparent spectral overshoot leading to �2-slope before inertial
subrange at 100m above the seafloor. Further investigations are also
welcomed on potential correspondence between surface winds and
deep seafloor turbulence at near-inertial periodicities.
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